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It is shown that in a certain case the polarization properties of leptons produced in the 
interaction between neutrinos and matter (reactions of the type v + N- N' + L) may not 
depend on the weak-interaction constant. 

IN view of the importance of the study of neutrino 
interactions, it is useful to note one interesting 
property of lepton radiations produced in "elastic" 
neutrino processes of the type 

v + N-+N' +L. (1) 

Here v -neutrino or antineutrino, N -target nu
cleon, N' -product nucleon, and L -lepton [t]. 

Using the method of the theory of Dirac parti
cles with oriented spin [ 2•3], we obtained the fol
lowing expressions for the degrees of longitudinal 
and transverse polarizations of the produced lep
tons for the ( V, A ) variant of four-fermion inter
action in the first perturbation-theory approxima
tion. 

For the degree of longitudinal polarization of the 
leptons 

P1 = sv{Gv+Gv(k I K +cos 8) + psv(Gv+GA + GA+Gv) 

X [sxsin8 + s2 (kiK+ cos8)] 

+ ip ( Gv +G A - G A +Gv) Sy sin 8 

+ GA+GA[3k I K- cos 8 + 2psvsx sin 8 

- 2psvs,(k I K- cos 8)]} W-1. (2) 

For the degree of transverse polarization of 
leptons polarized in the reaction plane, i.e., in the 
plane of the neutrino (antineutrino) and lepton mo
menta 

ko 
P2 = K {svGv+Gvsin8- p(Gv+GA- GA+Gv) 

X [sx cos 8- Sz sin 8] - ipsv(Gv+GA- GA+Gv) Sy cos e 

- GA+G A [ Sv sin 8 + 2psx cos 8- 2ps. sin 8]} W-1• (3) 

Finally, for the degree of transverse polariza-
tion of leptons polarized perpendicularly to the 
plane of the reaction 

ko G . P3 = Py {sv(Gv+GA- GA+ v)zsx 

- (Gv+GA + GA+Gv + 2GA+GA)sy} W-1 • (4) 

The normalization coefficient W is determined, 
apart from a factor coinciding with the probability 
of the process (1), by the following expression: 

w = Gv+Gv( 1 +; cos e)+ psv (Gv+GA + GA+Gv) 

X [ sx ~ sin 8 + s.( 1 + ~ cos 8) 1 
k + ip(Gv+GA- GA+Gv)Sy];_-sin e + GA+G_4. 

[ k k 
X 3 - K cos e + 2psvSx K sin e 

- 2psvSz ( 1 - ; COS 8)]. (5) 

In (2)-(5), Gv and GA are the coupling constants 
of the vector and axial-vector interactions; K2 = k2 

+ kij, where k = p/ti, p -lepton momentum, k0 

= m 0c/ti, m 0 -lepton rest mass; e -angle between 
the momenta of the neutrino ( antineutrino ) and the 
lepton; sx, sy, and Sz -projections of the unit 
vector in the direction of the nucleon-target polar
ization on the coordinate axes; s v = ± 1; p -degree 
of polarization of target nucleons. The Z axis is 
directed along the neutrino (antineutrino) momen
tum, and the XZ plane is the reaction plane. It is 
obvious from (2)-(5) that we can write down the 
spatial components of the lepton polarization vec
tor [3•4] in the form 

61 = KP1, 62 = koP2, S3 = koP3. (6) 

It is curious to note the following interesting 
circumstance. If the field of the target-nucleons 
is completely polarized in the direction of the spin 
of the incoming neutrino (antineutrino ), i.e., if the 
spins of the neutrino ( antineutrino ) and target nu
cleons are parallel (p = 1, sv = Sz, sx = Sy = 0 or 
s vs z = 1 ) , then the lepton longitudinal and trans
verse polarizations, and consequently also the spa-
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tial components of the polarization vector of the 
leptons produced in the interaction (1), are inde
pendent of the weak-interaction constants Gy and 
GA. 

For the spatial components of the lepton polari
zation vector we have when svsz = 1 

k+Kcose 
S! = SvK K + k oos e' 

ko2 sine 
t_ - s -=---:--
bZ- v K + k cos e' 63 = 0. (7) 

In addition, in the case SvSz = 1 it turns out that 
all the leptons are polarized. Indeed, using (6) and 
(7), we readily obtain for the fraction P 0 of the 
lepton polarized state 

Po = 1 -l'P12 + P22 + P:l' = 0. (8) 
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